Generators
GENERATOR MAINTENANCE
Metartec specialise in the maintenance of all brands and sizes of generators. Maintaining your generator will not
only extend the life of the machine, it will also ensure a source of constant power, available when needed.
Our Long Term Support Agreements (LTSAs) are the most effective way of ensuring your electric power systems
operate at their optimum performance. LTSAs greatly reduce the risk, disruption and loss of revenue caused by
unscheduled downtime thus decreasing your cost of ownership.
Metartec’s generator maintenance and repairs are performed by highly skilled professionals, giving you piece of
mind that your equipment will always operate at its best when you need it most. With our dedicated service engineers
Metartec can satisfy all your generator service requirements. We can maintain generators of all sizes throughout the
UK and Ireland and can offer a 24/7 backup service. Metartec’s engineers are based in key areas giving us the
ability to provide a fast and reliable service to our clients.
Metartec’s Preventative Maintenance Agreements Include:

Further details on Metartec’s Generator Services and information on our complete
range of critical power products and services can be viewed at
www.metartec.com, alternatively call us on 0845 50 40 444 or email info@metartec.com

Generators
GENERATOR HIRE
Metartec offer generator hire solutions for power needs of all sizes, from temporary, single-site power, to multi-megawatt
power for regional grids. Our generators range from 10kVA-2MVA and we will work with our customers to identify their
exact power requirements and deliver precisely what they need, when they need it.
Metartec can supply a solution for your temporary Generator requirements, whether it is by the provision of a single
generator operating in a standby application, or by multiple generators exporting power to a utility infrastructure. Metartec
have the ability to react immediately to your needs and will provide temporary power generation equipment, installed and
commissioned by our own team of highly skilled, field based Service Technicians.
Metartec’s hired generators are supported 24/7 by our experienced Service Technicians who have a comprehensive
electrical and mechanical knowledge of the Power Generation Industry. Their experience and commitment enables us to
provide a professional and efficient service to all customers regardless of whether we are supporting a single standby
generator or a multiple set base load paralleling system.

Metartec’s
Generator
Maintenance

Professional Service
Metartec’s success is based on our ability to provide you with a reliable and cost effective solution to your generator
requirements. We have a highly motivated and experienced team who will provide a 24/7 service. Our primary goal
is to free up your valuable time and reduce your costs by allowing you to focus on what you do best.
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